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Abstract—Innovations in the airline industry can have a
significant impact on the behavior of air transport stakeholders:
airline companies, airports and passengers. In this paper, we
consider the introduction of a double-deck plane, the A-380,
which is currently the largest aircraft available. Due to its size, it
is able to carry at once approximately twice as many passengers
as any other medium-sized aircraft. When associated with a
reduction in flight frequencies, the operation of such aircraft
is expected to lower the environmental impact. However, flight
frequency depends on factors others than the aircraft size, such
as airport fees, demand and strategic decisions of companies to
maximize their profits under competition. Using a monthly panel
data set on airlines’ supply over 10 years, on 118 routes, we test
if the use of the A-380 impacts airlines’ flight frequency at a
route-level. Results suggest that heavy use of the A-380 leads
airlines to reduce their own flight frequency. We also find that
when facing the introduction of the A-380 on a route, airlines
will tend to react by increasing their own flight frequency.
Index Terms—A-380, flight frequency, airline innovation, airline competition.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The air transport market is characterized by numerous
interactions between airlines, passengers, service providers,
official regulators, and countries. Given this complex system,
increasing traffic flows, and the global appetite for sustainable
development, the airline market must find strategies to achieve
operational efficiency and maintain high profits under competitive pressure. On the other hand, aircraft manufacturers
must address these issues by providing innovative solutions
for future aircraft. Their solutions will impact airlines as well
as the other participants of the air transport system. One
example is the launch of the biggest passenger double-deck
aircraft: the A-380. This paper contributes to the understanding
of air stakeholders’ behavior given an innovation. Our main
objective is to identify whether there is a decrease in route
level flight frequencies after the introduction of the A-380,
due to higher capacity of airplane, which allows for better
operational efficiency and a lower carbon footprint. The flight
frequency is defined as the total number of monthly flights
between departure and destination points supplied by an airline
company. To answer this question we first summarize existing
studies, and then describe the available data. The fourth part
is dedicated to a comparison of the emission rates of the A380 and competing long-haul aircraft. In the fifth and sixth

sections we present the econometric model and analyze the
results.
II. L ITERATURE REVIEW
In 2013, air transport activities contributed to 12% of
total transport and 2% of world CO2 emissions (Wei, Cui,
and Gil, 2016). With rising global environmental concerns
and volatile oil prices, aircraft manufacturers must develop
innovative technologies and adjust their operational efficiency.
The A-380 is the largest aircraft used for commercial aviation.
Due to economies of size, it is expected to reduce fuel
burn per passenger, when taking into account the classic seat
configuration provided by the manufacturer (King, 2007). In
his analysis of the A-380 King (2007) highlights that the
aircraft suits long-haul and high-density markets, allowing
them to absorb high-frequency operations. The author notes
that intelligent use of the aircraft can sustain markets during
high fuel price periods by reducing the fuel cost per passengerkilometer. The frequency reduction leads directly to lower fuel
burn and as a consequence to lower levels of carbon emission.
If air carriers introduce the A-380 in their fleet does this
lead to a lower flight frequency on the routes?
We analyze existing studies that address the behavior of the
aviation sector under environmental constraints and innovation. These studies introduce the following ideas:
1) The strategic theoretical approach to innovation and
competition;
2) The influence of aircraft type and size on fuel consumption and CO2 emissions;
3) The current fuel and operational efficiency of airline
companies
Addressing the first point Aghion, Bloom, et al. (2002)
shows that on duopoly markets, the probability to follow
innovation should be higher for routes with neck-and-neck
competition, i.e. when firms operate at the same technological
level. In other words, in duopoly, as competition pressures
prices and margins, firms have incentives to innovate to
become the leader of the market (this is called the ”Escape
Competition Effect”). Only laggard firms (i.e. firms with a
low market power) in unleveled sectors (i.e. when there are
leader and laggard firms on the market) would tend to have
less incentives to innovate when the competition increases

on the market. Aghion, Bechtold, et al. (2014) shows that
”increased competition decreases the post-innovation rents of
laggard firms, and thus their incentive to catch up with the
leader”.
However, in air transport the theory of laggards does not
seem to be verified, at least for one of the main disruptive
innovations made by laggard airlines when creating the lowcost business model (Abeyratne, 2015). In Europe, Ryanair
(founded in 1985), was initially a full-service conventional
airline with two cabin classes and three different types of aircraft under lease. Ryanair disrupted the European air transport
market, until then dominated by legacy airlines, by becoming
a low-fare airline operating frequent point-to-point flights on
short-haul routes from regional and secondary airports. In the
US, Southwest Airlines not only disrupted the US air transport
market, but also the road transport market by competing
aggressively against bus transport in Texas (Abeyratne, 2015).
Besides the development of low-cost carriers another illustration of disruptive innovation in air transport is the introduction of the A-380 aircraft. This was the first time that such a
large aircraft was operated. The main disruptive innovation of
the A-380 is therefore linked to its size.
Among all the aircraft characteristics, aircraft size may be
the one which has the biggest impact on the entire aviation
industry. Airlines choose the size of the aircraft in their fleet
in order to provide the most appropriate air transport capacity
given competition. Airport planners need to know the size
of the aircraft for both technical (runways, gates etc.) and
practical (congestion) reasons. Policy makers use the predicted
aircraft size for planning expensive infrastructure investments
and future traffic control regulation.
Scotti and Volta (2015), Park and O’Kelly (2014), Morrell
(2009), Miyoshi and Mason (2009) focus on the relationship between aircraft size and environmental productivity,
arriving at conclusion that larger aircraft provide efficiency
improvement and that there is an overall trend towards larger
aircraft types for short and medium haul flights. These articles
provided grounds for baseline assumption on the efficiency of
larger aircraft.
Pagovi and Psaraki-Kalouptsidi (2016) come up with creative instruments to tackle endogeneity between market share
(measure of concentration of the market) and frequency. These
are market-related instruments (number of airlines on the
market, number of offered connections), a route-level instrument (if the airport is a hub for the operating airline) and
rival-related instruments (percentage of non-stop rival routes).
In our specification, we will test if the number of airlines
characterizes the market concentration, since other measures
such as Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI), calculated by
summing the squared market shares (Investopedia, 2016), does
not vary sufficiently over time.
While studying the fuel emission some authors take a
company-specific or an industry approach. Others consider
the effect on passenger demand. Wei, Cui, and Gil (2016)
identify that pressure from competitors and strict governmental
regulations are the driving forces for innovation in the airline

industry. They study how environmental innovations affect the
companies financial and operational performance.
Airline efficiency is also linked to the way they accommodate their air transport capacity to existing and future demand.
Airlines may use two levers: aircraft size and service frequency. Both variables play a central role in their profitability
(by the load factor) and strategic (competition) decisions.
Keeping high load factors, while offering high frequency,
moves airlines towards the use of smaller aircraft. In 2006,
according to Givoni and Rietvel (2009), “at many of the
world’s largest airports there were fewer than 100 passengers
per air transport movement despite growing congestion and
delays”. Givoni and Rietveld (2009) associate this choice
with the benefits of high frequency service, the competitive
environment in which airlines operate and the way airport
capacity is allocated and priced. By a regression analysis of
over 500 routes in the US, Europe and Asia, they provide
empirical evidence that the choice of aircraft size is mainly
influenced by route and airport characteristics. They estimate
that the aircraft size depends on market size, with an elasticity
of 0.35, indicating that carriers give priority to increases in
frequency.
Other authors Pai (2010), Wang et al. (2010) and Bilotkach
(2014) examine the frequency strategies and aircraft sizes.
Wang et al. (2010) found that in emerging markets airlines
adjust for higher traffic by increasing frequency. They also
concluded that more concentrated1 market structures resulting
from mergers lead to reduction in frequencies. Babic, Kuljanin,
and Kalic (2014) note that efficiency is an important factor
that impacts market share; by increasing market share, airline
companies have a higher probability of profit maximization.
There are two strategies that airlines can follow: increase
frequency or increase seating capacity through larger airplanes.
The literature demonstrates that airline companies have to
adopt efficient strategies to sustain their competitiveness under
the conditions of a volatile and dynamic market.
III. DATA
The database used to analyze the flights frequency is constructed from the OAG Schedule Analyzer (a database of the
Official Airline Guide) (OAG, 2016). It contains past, current
and future information on supplied scheduled flights. First
published in 1929, the OAG today holds information on 1,000
airlines and 4,000 airports. The advantage of Schedule Analyzer is that it allows us to view the activities of competitors
on different routes and obtain information on the relative share
of supply. It contains variables such as airports, carriers, flight
frequencies, aircraft family types and alliances. This is one of
the most comprehensive and widely used datasets on traffic
flow.
We also use the ENAC Database on Air Transport, which
contains information on 500 airline companies and consists of
three separate databases on Airline Companies, Airports and
1 ”More concentrated” refers to the concentration in terms of HHI (close to
1), when there are fewer carriers.
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this study by introducing monthly dummy variables (Baltagi,
2008).
Overall, there is an annual increase in passenger traffic, as
shown in Figure 2:
Fig. 2. Growth of passenger flow
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Traffic Flows, based on data from various sources including
IATA, ICAO and Airline Monitor. The ENAC database was
used to extract the actual recorded traffic flow on the routes,
which represents the demand proxy in our model.
The data has a panel structure. Besides having crosssectional and time-series dimensions, the dataset on airline
frequency and corresponding covariates has a more complex
hierarchical form (Baltagi, 2008): the dependent variable y
measures the flight frequency for airline i on origin-destination
route j at a month t. By capturing effect between individuals
and their behavior over time, we are able to ignore the
impact of omitted variables that are constant over time: these
are the company or route-specific characteristics that are not
observable. The time-series dimension of panel data captures
the dynamics of development. Market entrance, merger and
exit are common practices in airline industry. We are then
able to control for the highly dynamic and rapidly changing
competitive structure of the market.
Aside the benefits of panel structure, there are potential
issues that could lead to biased estimation of the coefficients of
our regression models. Time-series data often exhibit seasonal
behavior (Baltagi, 2008), which is also the case for the airline
market. Depending on the route, there are particular periods
when passenger traffic increases substantially due to vacation,
business seasons, etc. Figure 1 shows that seasonality is a
common feature for airline market.
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Despite the shock from 2007 to 2009 due to the global
financial crisis, there is an upward trend. We will therefore, in
our model, control for special events and shocks using dummy
variables for the years 2008, 2009 and 2010.
In total there are 151 routes on which the A-380 aircraft
operates. We observe the data on a monthly basis. Due to
its size, the A-380 is designed for long-haul routes with
high demand. A long-haul route (Park and O’Kelly, 2014) is
considered to be a non-stop flight with distance greater than
2,000 km. Only routes that correspond to the definition of
long-haul routes are kept, and 30 routes with distance less
than 2,000 km were removed from our dataset. The airlines
on these 30 routes did not use the A-380 on a regular basis:
these were rather exceptional cases, which could potentially be
for airlines’ experimental purposes. We also remove 3 routes
on which we miss some data and observe the data monthly for
the last 10 years on 118 routes, giving N=30,905 observations.
Some descriptive statistics of the dataset are presented in Table
I.
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There is a clear seasonal trend, but the pattern is not
the same2 . For the CDG-LAX (Charles de Gaulle – Los
Angeles Airports) and the CDG-YUL (Charles de Gaulle –
Montréal Airports) routes, we see that seats surge dramatically
in summer periods with peaks in July-August, whereas for the
CDG-CUN (Charles de Gaulle – Cancun Airports) the highest
points occur in December and January. This is not surprising,
as people travel from Paris to Los Angeles and Montréal
in the summer, whereas the Paris-Mexico route is a tourist
destination in the winter months. In our sample routes have
a similar seasonality pattern. Seasonality will be controlled in
2 The blue line corresponds to the airport pair of Paris-Montréal, the green
line is Paris-Los Angeles, the red line is Paris-Cancun.

TABLE I
D ESCRIPTIVE S TATISTICS OF VARIABLES
Statistic
Distance in km
Flight frequency
Log of population
Number of companies
Ratio of weight A-380
Competitors’ ratio of weight A-380
Log of annual traffic∗
Notes: N=30,905

Mean
6,147.7
54.7
15.3
4.3
0.086
0.084
13.5

St. Dev.
3,090.9
51.9
1.1
2.9
0.242
0.197
0.8

Min
1,985
1
12.9
1
0.000
0.000
1.1

Max
13,802
548
17.5
17
0.983
0.975
15.231

The mean distance of the route is 6,147 km. The average
frequency per airline serving the route is 54 flights per month.
On average there are 4 competitors on the route; however,
there are routes that are entirely supplied by a single carrier.
In this specification we are interested in two proxies for
demand: logarithm of population and annual route traffic. The

former is collected from the World Bank database while the
latter is collected from the ENAC Database. However, yearly
traffic data is available for only 118 out of the total 121 longhaul routes, on which the A-380 operates.
IV. C OMPARISON OF EMISSION RATES OF THE A-380 AND
COMPETING LONG - HAUL AIRCRAFT
Prior to the analysis of the effect of the size on the
frequency, this section is dedicated to a descriptive analysis
of the fuel consumption per seat given the standard seatconfiguration for the A-380 and competing wide-body longhaul aircraft. Fuel consumption is proportional to emission
levels. The higher the level of fuel consumption per seat, the
less efficient is the aircraft in terms of fuel emission.
The estimation of fuel consumption is based on BADA
(Base of Aircraft Data), an Aircraft Performance Model which
is a standard framework developed jointly by EUROCONTROL, aircraft manufacturers and airline companies. Based on
a kinetic approach to the modeling of aircraft performance, this
specification relies on two factors: the model specification that
defines theoretical assumptions used for estimation of aircraft
performance parameters; and the datasets, the individual parameters of aircraft used in estimations(Aircraft Data (BADA),
n.d.). When simulating the performance of aircraft on the
routes, we set the aircraft payload to its maximum level.
So, the estimated fuel consumption is higher than in reality
and accounts for the transportation of the fuel itself. Figure
3 contains a sample of 8 routes in the range of 1,800 to
7,700 km. The bars represent the average fuel consumption
per seat in kg by type of aircraft. Figure 3 depicts the nonlinearity of fuel consumption with respect to distance, since
the consumption of fuel varies depending on the phases of
flight (taxi, take-off, cruise, descent and landing) as well as
other factors such as altitude, direction and meteorological
conditions, which are set equal in all simulations. As distance
increases, the fuel efficiency per seat of the A-380 slightly
improves in comparison to its main competitors. Nonetheless,
the A-380 and B-747 are close in terms of fuel consumption
per seat on the CDG-SFO (Paris-Charles de Gaulle - San Francisco international) and HKG-CDG (Hong-Kong InternationalParis Charles de Gaulle) routes. On shorter routes, ATHDXB (Athens International - Dubai International) and SINKIX (Singapore Changi International - Kansai International),
the A-380 burns more fuel than the B-737, B-767 and B-747
aircraft. The graph illustrates that the A-380 provides slight
reductions in emission rates due to lower fuel consumption on
longer distances and is less efficient on shorter distances.
V. T HE M ODEL
A general model with individual effects is defined with the
following specification:
yit = xit β + αi + it ,

(1)

where αi is individual unobserved heterogeneity and it is an
idiosyncratic error. For technical details on panel estimation
see (Wooldridge, 2006). The model allows for time-invariant

latent effects that are specific to route or airline company.
Depending on the model specification αi is interpreted as
a random or fixed effect. Such types of models provide
consistent estimation under the strict exogeneity condition,
which restricts the effect of independent variables on yit
conditional on the unobserved effect αi :
E(yit | xi1 , xi2 , ..., xiT , αi ) = xit β + αi , ,

∀t = 1, ..., T.
(2)
In terms of idiosyncratic errors this condition is equivalent to
the following assumption:
E(it | xi1 , xi2 , ..., xiT , αi ) = 0,

∀t = 1, ..., T.

(3)

The assumption of strict exogeneity states that the error term is
uncorrelated with all past, present, and future x’s, conditional
on the fixed effect. If this assumption does not hold, the
usual methods to deal with panel data cannot by applied.
The fixed effect model with unobserved heterogeneity is one
of the most popular approach for estimation of non-dynamic
panel regressions, and will be a starting point for our statistical
inference.
We use a reduced-form model to test the impact of innovation on flight frequency. The model encompasses both the
effect of own use of the A-380 on the company’s frequency
and the effect of the use of A-380 by competitors on the route.
We also introduce controls for other factors that might also
impact flight frequency. The model is expressed as:
F REQijt = β0 + β1 N U M BCOM Pit
+β2 P ROXY DEM AN Di,t−1
+β3 DU M M Y U SEposA380ij,t−1
+β4 DU M M Y U SE100percA380ij,t−1
+β5 COM P RAT IO380ij,t−1 + β6 DU M M Y 2008ijt
+β7 DU M M Y 2009ijt + β8 DU M M Y 2010ijt
+β9 F EBijt + β10 M ARijt + β11 AP Rijt + β12 M AYijt
+β13 JU Nijt + β14 JU Lijt + β15 AU Gijt + β16 SEPijt
+β17 OCTijt + β18 N OVijt + β19 DECijt + αi + ijt ,
(4)
where:
F REQ is the frequency of flights supplied by airline j on
route i per month t.
N U M BCOM P is the number of companies operating on
route i during period t. This variable is used to represent
the level of competition on the market. Other conventional
competition measurements, such as HHI, have also been
tested but their effect were non significant.
P ROXY DEM AN D accounts for the total demand for
airline services on the route. We consider two proxies:
population and annual traffic on the considered route. These
demand proxies are tested in two separate equations to
analyze the robustness of the model. The population proxy is
the one-period lagged logarithm of the average of countries’
populations at the departure and arrival airport of the route i
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per year. The other demand proxy is the one-period lagged
logarithm of two-way annual traffic between airports. We
find that changes in the independent variables do not have
immediate effect on frequency. The current level of frequency
is affected by past levels of demand; this is why the demand
proxy is introduced with a one-period lagged. Moreover, the
lagging of the variables might be helpful to capture possible
endogeneity in the model.
DU M M Y U SEposA380 and DU M M Y U SE100percA380
are one period lagged dummies capturing the intensity of
utilization of the A-380 on route i by airline j. Moreover,
using a lagged and discrete variable, we avoid the issue of
endogeneity between the level of flight frequency and the
ratio of A-380 use. The intensity of use is calculated in terms
of the total weight transported. DU M M Y U SE100percA380
equals 1 if the airline uses exclusively the A-380 for its
operations on the corresponding route during the previous
period of time. The intensity of use in this case equals 100%.
DU M M Y U SEposA380 equals 1 if the airline uses the
A-380 on the route for its operations during the previous
period of time, but the use is not exclusive. In this case
the ratio of use is positive but lower than 100%. These two
dummies allow us to distinguish flight frequency variations
depending on the intensity of A-380 use during the previous
period: when companies use only A-380 or when airlines,
along with A-380, use other types of aircraft. The variation
in frequency is measured in comparison to the reference
situation where the airlines don’t use the A-380 on the
considered route during the previous period of time.
COM P RAT IO380 is the intensity of utilization of the
A-380 by competitors on the route with respect to other
aircraft types. It is calculated as the ratio of total weight (seats
and cargo converted to kg) carried by the A-380 aircraft on
the route to total weight carried by all types of aircraft. In our
specifications we consider the lagged version of this variable.
Finally we use monthly fixed effects to control for potential
seasonality. We introduce one dummy variable per month,
F EB to DEC, January being the month of reference.
Because of the panel nature of the data, a number of tests are
implemented to determine both the consistent model and the
appropriate method of estimation. The Hausman test rejects
the null assumption that the individual-specific effects are
uncorrelated with the explanatory variables of the model. As
a consequence we specify the model as a fixed effect model.3
The panel structure of the data should also lead to the presence of serial correlation. The definition of serial correlation
is that the covariance between two error terms is not equal to
zero: Cov(uit , ust0 ) 6= 0, ∀ i, s, t, t0 . The presence of serial
correlation in linear panel models leads the estimators to be no
longer best linear unbiased estimators. This must be corrected
3 The Hausman test consists in testing the null assumption of independence
between the individual-fixed effects and the exogenous variables of the model.
In case of rejection of the null assumption the model is specified as a fixed
effect model. The estimated p-value for the Hausman test is less than .001
with t-statistic: t(18) = 843.41.

to recover estimation efficiency. We use the Wooldridge test
to confirm or reject serial correlation in our data. The pvalue for Wooldridge test on fixed effect panel model is
lower than 0.00001 on 413 airline companies operating on 118
routes with F (1, 409) = 143.19 or 142.26 depending on the
demand proxy used. Therefore, there is strong evidence against
H0 : Cov(uit , ust0 ) = 0, in favor of alternative hypothesis,
justifying the presence of serial correlation. Therefore, our
next approach is to construct a model with serial correlation
robust inference.
The Panel Corrected Standard Error (PCSE) method is
implemented for the estimation, allowing us to control for
serial correlation. We assume that the errors follow a AR(1)
process. The estimated value of the ρ coefficient, close to 1,
indicates a Durbin-Watson statistic for autocorrelation close to
2, meaning that the most relevant estimation method for the
model is the first-difference estimation.
VI. R ESULTS
In Table II we present the results of the following models:
1) Fixed effect estimation with robust errors on 118 routes
with logarithm of population as a demand proxy; number
of observations is 30,905.
2) Fixed effect estimation with robust errors on 118 routes
with two-way annual traffic as a demand proxy; number
of observations is 30,905.
3) The first difference estimation to correct for serial correlation on 118 routes with logarithm of population as
a demand proxy; number of observations is 30,391. The
estimation was performed for first-differenced dependent
and explanatory variables.
4) The first difference estimation to correct for serial correlation on 118 routes with two-way annual traffic as a
demand proxy; number of observations is 30,391. The
estimation was performed for first-differenced dependent
and explanatory variables.
As mentioned above, the total number of routes, defined as
long-haul routes (distance more than 2,000 km) is 121 routes.
However, there was available data on annual traffic, for only
118 out of 121 routes. Annual traffic and the logarithm of population are proxies for airline demand. These two proxies were
tested to verify the robustness of the model. For comparison
we provide the results of heteroskedasticity-robust fixed effect
coefficients in columns 1 and 2 of Table II. The third and
fourth columns report serial-correlation corrected estimations
using first-differencing on 118 routes with population and
traffic on the route, respectively, as a proxy of demand.
As we can see from Table II there is a large difference
in the value of the coefficients from fixed effect and firstdifferenced models. Nonetheless, in most of the cases the
variables that are statistically significant under fixed effects
are also significant under first differenced estimation. The fixed
effect robust errors generally underestimate the actual variation
of estimators and, should be interpreted with caution in the
presence of significant serial correlation, as is the case here.

TABLE II
R EGRESSION ESTIMATES

Number of companies
Log of lagged population

Dependent variable: Flight Frequency
Robust FE
Robust FE First Diff. First Diff.
freq
freq
D.freq
D.freq
1.911∗∗∗
1.565∗∗
0.321∗∗ 0.318∗∗
(0.607)
(0.654)
(0.135) (0.135)
85.928∗∗∗
(12.801)

26.831∗∗∗
(7.680)
4.122∗∗
(1.842)

Log of lagged annual traffic

0.026
(0.096)

Lagged share of A380
positive and lower than 100%

0.118
(1.608)

4.563∗∗∗
(1.766)

Lagged share of A380= 100%

-7.632∗∗∗
(1.452)

-4.176∗∗∗
(1.167)

Lagged competitors’ share of A380

-5.917∗∗∗
(1.815)

0.058
(1.503)

1.096∗
(0.620)

1.124∗
(0.621)

Fixed effect 2008

0.239
(0.544)

-3.529∗∗∗
(0.818)

0.078
(0.230)

0.069
(0.230)

Fixed effect 2009

-1.246∗
(0.649)

-3.574∗∗∗
(0.736)

Fixed effect 2010

-1.673∗∗∗
(0.572)

-3.358∗∗∗
(0.649)

February

-5.039∗∗∗
(0.255)

-5.068∗∗∗
(0.255)

-5.179∗∗∗ -5.220∗∗∗
(0.261) (0.262)

March

-0.071
(0.154)

-0.015
(0.154)

-0.277∗ -0.360∗∗
(0.158) (0.154)

April

-0.621∗∗
(0.272)

-0.747∗∗∗
(0.272)

-1.076∗∗∗ -1.201∗∗∗
(0.281) (0.274)

May

1.007∗∗∗
(0.364)

0.885∗∗
(0.361)

June

-0.187
(0.415)

-0.364
(0.411)

-0.908∗∗ -1.117∗∗∗
(0.436) (0.426)

July

2.337∗∗∗
(0.442)

2.112∗∗∗
(0.435)

1.572∗∗∗ 1.321∗∗∗
(0.465) (0.446)

August

2.462∗∗∗
(0.437)

2.225∗∗∗
(0.431)

1.635∗∗∗ 1.342∗∗∗
(0.466) (0.443)

0.023
(0.407)

-0.239
(0.402)

-0.822∗ -1.156∗∗∗
(0.450) (0.427)

October

1.456∗∗∗
(0.322)

1.172∗∗∗
(0.314)

November

-0.914∗∗∗
(0.216)

-1.286∗∗∗
(0.196)

December

1.462∗∗∗
(0.227)

1.148∗∗∗
(0.200)

September

-0.481
(0.506)

-0.461
(0.505)

-1.492∗∗∗ -1.468∗∗∗
(0.538) (0.537)

-0.573∗∗ -0.590∗∗
(0.273) (0.275)
-0.249
(0.216)

0.384∗
(0.372)

0.619∗
(0.354)

-0.271
(0.215)

0.217
(0.362)

0.243
(0.326)

-1.862∗∗∗ -2.280∗∗∗
(0.228) (0.183)
0.411∗∗
(0.183)

0.048
(0.119)

-1364.3∗∗∗
-7.437
(211.07)
(24.838)
Observations
30905
30905
30391
30391
R2
within 0.161 within 0.083 R2 0.170 R2 0.170
between 0.014 between 0.032
df r
422
422
413
413
Robust errors in parentheses; FE - Fixed effect, FD - First Difference
D.freq - first differenced frequency of flight
The explanatory variables for estimation in the third column should
be considered in the first differenced form
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Constant

The coefficients of the first-differenced models have similar
values, whatever demand proxy is used as the explanatory variable. This confirms the robustness of our model to the demand
specification. Nonetheless, we can notice the insignificance of
the traffic estimated parameter (column 4 of Table II).
Our main interest is the statistical significance and signs
of the estimated parameters: their significance allows us to
determine if there is a response after the introduction of
innovation; their signs indicate the direction of the change in
airlines’ behavior. The signs of the estimated coefficients in
this model correspond to the theoretical expected results.
A higher number of companies increases the competition,
leading to more frequent flights. Airlines increase their supply
under increasing competitive pressure as they need to better
match customers preferences to remain competitive. If there is
an increase in the population or in traffic during the previous
year, which corresponds to an increase in demand, then there
is a positive impact on flight frequency. The higher is the
demand, the more often airlines will schedule flights to catch
this new demand. In the last specification we use annual traffic
as a demand proxy. However, we do not find a statistically
significant impact of this variable using the first-differenced
specification (column 4 of Table II) and conclude that population may be considered as a better proxy for demand. The main
variables of interest are the lagged variables indicating the
intensity of use of the A-380, the innovation, on the route. We
test the adaptation to innovation, in terms of flight frequency,
when the innovation comes from competitors on the routes
and when the airline itself is innovating.
When considering own innovation, the estimated coefficient
is statistically significant and negative in the case of 100% use
of the A-380 on the route during the previous period. This
means that airlines operating only A-380 aircraft will reduce
their flight frequency, compared to the reference situation (null
own ratio of A-380 use). However, the estimated coefficient
for this dummy variable is generally insignificant in use of
the A-380 when positive but lower than 100%. This shows
that there is no significant change in terms of flight frequency
between airlines not using the A-380 and airlines using this
aircraft for less than 100% of their traffic.
These results leads to the interesting conclusion that a very
strong use of the A-380 drives down the frequency of flights
and possibly lowers the level of CO2 emission.
When considering the innovation from competitors on the
route, the estimations also provide interesting insights also.
From the fixed effect model in column 1 of Table II we
might falsely conclude that if the competitors increase their
ratio of usage of A-380, the airline’s own response is to
reduce frequency. The first-differenced estimations show the
opposite reaction following competitors’ innovation. Under
specifications 3 and 4, we see that company increases its
frequency when competitors increase the intensity of A-380
use. The estimated coefficients are significant at the 10% level.
Spatial competition in airline industry - scheduled hours
for the flight departures, could provide some insights for
the positive sign of the coefficient of the competitors’ ratio

of A-380 use. The schedule of flights can be analyzed in
the Hotelling framework with airline location on the 24-hour
clock. Consumers are distributed not in terms of distance,
but rather over time. The interpretation of the coefficient
is that an increase in the competitors’ ratio of total tonnes
carried by the A-380 increases airline’s own frequency of
flight. The availability of additional hour on the flight schedule
represents product differentiation in the airline market: there is
a consumer, who values the availability of flight in a particular
hour of day (Borenstein and Netz, 1999). Thus, firms may
have incentive to locate closer to competitors’ time in order
to capture marginal consumer demand. Our results show that
airlines operating the A-380 on 100% of their traffic on a
route tend to decrease their own frequency on this route. This
in turn provides an additional free slot on the time-schedule,
providing incentives for competitors on the route to increase
their flight frequency in order to ”steal” customers.
The other variables are dummies for month and year indicating that, in fact, the financial crisis in 2008, 2009 and
2010 led to a decrease in frequency of flights. The sign of
the coefficients on monthly dummies indicate that there is a
seasonal effect on frequency depending on summer or winter
periods.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We analyze the impact on flight frequency of the use of
the innovative aircraft A-380 on a route. Our model is a
starting point in the empirical analysis of airlines’ behavior and
the environmental benefits that operation of the A-380 might
potentially generate. Our results suggest that a very strong
use of the large size aircraft A-380 leads airlines to reduce
their frequency of flights. Besides, the use of the A-380 also
by competitors on the route also has an impact on airline’s
flight frequency. Our results suggest that, when facing the
introduction of the A-380 on a route, competitors will tend to
react by increasing their own flight frequency. The next steps
of this study will be to enhance the model by incorporating the
fuel cost for all planes. We will also test instrumental variable
and simultaneous equations approaches to tackle endogeneity
caused by the interdependence of the strategic decisions of
airline companies. This should allow us to better understand
to what extent the A-380 can contribute to the evolution toward
a more sustainable air transportation system.
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